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1245There are a vast array of tapes available for many specialized
applications. These are some of the most popular tape options
for cable harnessing.

PG93-03-003-1
48-1/2X520

33+ 27-1/2X66

HMT200A

1245CU Tape*
Embossed Copper Foil
Shielding and Grounding
Tape
Color: Copper
Sealing: No
UL E17385

The 1245 tape is a flexible, soft
copper tape that has been embossed
to allow continuity through the acrylic
adhesive. The tape is recommended
for static applications with limited
bending or flexing. Shielding effec-
tiveness is 75dB to 85dB (30MHz to
1GHz). Drain wires can be soldered
to this tape for ground connections
between cables and connector shells.

PG93-03-003-1*
Flexible Polyester Tape
Plated with Nickel over
Copper
Color: Silver
Sealing: No

This is our preferred choice for EMI
Shielding. It works well in both static
and flexing applications. Shielding
effectiveness is 85dB (10MHz to
10GHz). This tape can be used for
grounding by carefully soldering
drain wires or with the use of
conductive adhesives.

33+ PVC Tape
PVC Electric Tape
Color: Black
Sealing: Yes
Temperature: 0°F (-18°C) to

220°F (105°C)
UL-E129200 CSA-LR48769

Scotch brand 33+ Super is an industry
standard for all purpose insulating
and splicing. It is rated to 600 volts
and 220°F (105°C). Electrical Tape
is often uses to bundle and seal
cables. It conforms to irregular
shapes, is tough and easy to apply.
Install with at least two half lap layers
for proper protection. 33+ is also used
as a protective layer over self fusing
tapes, split conduit and expandable
sleeving.

HMT200A
Hot Melt Tape
Color: Amber
Sealing: Yes
Temperature: -67°F (-55°C) to

221°F (105°C)

This is a heat activated adhesive used
as a liner beneath heat shrink tubing
or boots. It will improve both adhesion
and fluid resistance. Cable surfaces
should be free of dust or grease before
application. For optimum performance
we recommend that surfaces be
cleaned and or roughened and then
warmed slightly. Wrap a single layer
of the tape tightly and with limited
overlap. A soldering iron at a low
temperature can be used to tack the
tape in place. Then slide the heat
shrink or boot in place. Use a heater
to recover the heat shrink or boot and
melt the tape. You should see some of
the melted tape ooze out of the end
of the heat shrink or boot. Allow the
assembly to cool completely before
bending or flexing.

27-1/2X66
High Strength
Glass Cloth Tape
Color: White (printable)
Sealing: No
Temperature: up to 266°F (130°C)
UL-E17385 CSA-LR93411

This is a high tensile strength tape
(150lb/in (262N/10mm)) with a
thermosetting rubber adhesive. It is
typically used to wrap individual
wires into cable-like bundles. This
tape is often used under heat shrink
tubing. The heat shrink provides
protection against fluids and dirt,
while the tape provides much more
tensile strength than heat shrink
alone. One half lap layer is sufficient
for low voltage applications. For
voltages up to 600V, we recommend
a minimum of two half lap layers.

48-1/2X520
PTFE Thread Sealing &
Lubricating Tape
Color: White
Sealing: Yes
Temperature: -450°F (-268°C) to

400°F (204°C)

Series 48 tape is used to seal threaded
endbells where O-Rings or other seals
are not present. The PTFE tape not
only fills the small voids in between
the internal and external threads, but
also provides a protective barrier
against corrosion and the seizing up
of threaded components. This tape
has no adhesive but easily conforms
to almost any thread. Simply wrap the
externally threaded part multiple times
(more for very large deep threads and
less for fine shallow threads) to
provide enough tape material to
uniformly cover the threads and then
thread the parts together.

* Most Popular
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99202 PG93-03-003-199200

99201 9920799205

99206

99212

9920999211

CTB-15-BLK

99200 Series
Silicone Self Fusing Tape
Color: Various (see below)
Sealing: Yes
Temperature: -65°F (-54°C) to

500°F (260°C)
Meets MIL-I-46852C Type II Standard

Self fusing tapes do not have an
adhesive liner. Instead, they fuse to
themselves. Silicone tape will stick to
itself quickly and will completely fuse
over 24 hours, so the tape is supplied
on a clear plastic carrier strip. This
tape can be stretched and half lap
layered to form a water resistant
compression seal around cables and
endbells. It can also be used to build
up cable diameters for additional flex
relief or to make more gradual end-
bell-to-cable transitions. Silicone tape
should be covered with either heat
shrink tubing, a boot, or 2 layers of
half lap Electrical Tape. It is easy to
remove for repairs. Simply cut the
tape off, repair the cable and rewrap.

99200 White

99201 Red

99202 Black

99205 Green

99206 Blue

99207 Yellow

99211 Gray

99212 Clear

99209 Glow
in the
Dark

CTB-15-BLK
Heavy Duty Self Fusing Tape
Color: Black
Sealing: Yes
Temperature: Up to Temperature range:0°C)

Heavy duty self fusing tape is made from ethylene propylene rubber. It will fuse to
itself in as little as 30 minutes and is supplied on a reinforced paper carrier that
should be removed prior to application. The tape can be stretched up to 750% of
its original length and will confirm to a wide variety of shapes. The CTB tape has a
tough outer surface and can be left uncovered (unlike the Silicone Self Fusing
Tape). It is recommended as an alternative for heat shrink tubing and boots for
applications where the heat needed to recover heat shrink could cause damage
or for applications with unusual shapes. The CTB tape can be easily removed
by cutting it off and will not leave a residue. It is also resistant to ozone and ultra-
violet light.

PG93-03-003-1*
Flexible Nickel over Copper
Plated Polyester Shielding
Fabric bonded to a
Polyurethane Environmental
Sealing Tape.
Color: Black
Sealing: Yes

This tape combines EMI shielding with
environmental protection. The inner
layer has a shielding effectiveness of
85dB (10MHz to 10GHz). The outer
layer is made from black polyurethane
and will resist fluids, dust and cuts.
Simply wrap the cable and endbell
with a half lap coverage pattern.

* Most Popular

1. Start tape on wire or cable at 45° angle. (See Figure 1)

2. Tightly overlap 1/2 of first wrap with 1/2 of
second wrap, maintaining a smooth finish. (See Figure 1)

3. Continue over cable as needed (See Figure 2)

Figure 2

Figure 1

45°1/2 of
first wrap

1/2 of
second wrap


